Presented in this paper is a new approach to 5-axis CNC tool path generation for sculpt ured surface machining with a fiat-end cutter. Rational Bezier and B-spline motions are used to plan cutter motions so that an exact repre3enLaLion of the efIeciive cutting shape can be obtained. The exact representation leads to an accurate computation of the scallop curve generated by two adjacent tool paths. Two examples are given to show how th is result can be used to accurately plan and verify tool paths for 5-axis CNC milling of sculptured surfaces.
generation. The main advantages of using such freeform motions for tool path representation include (a) the entire tool path can be represented using a much more compact set of control positions of the freeform motion as opposed to a l1l1gA data set of discrAtA cutter positions; (b) sincA the tool motion reprAsAnt.ation is analytic , it. may provirlA a framAwork for including kinematic and dynamic factors of the machine tool in tool path generation (Ge, 1996) . Fur thermore, Xia and Ge (1999) has shown that the boundary surfaces of the swept volume of a flat-end cylindrical cut ter undergoing a rational Bezier or B-spline motion can be represented exactly. The present paper extends this recen! result to obtain an exact representation of the effective cut ting shape. This leads to an accurate computation of the scallop curve generated by two adjacent rational Bezier or B-spline tool paths. These results, when combined with ex bting approaches to 5-axis CNC tool path planning, would make these methods much more reliable.
The organization of the paper is as follows. The Sec tion 2 reviews the kinematics fundamentals required for the development of the paper. Section 3 presents an analytic representation of the exact swept section of a flat-end cut ting tool under a rational Bezier motion. Section 4 presents an example to show how this result can be used to plan iso-parametric rational Bezier and B-spline tool paths such that the resulting scallop heights of the entire manufactured surface do not exceed the specified scallop height. Section 5 presents another example in which near-constant scallop rational B-spline tool paths are obtained.
RATIONAL BEZIER MOTIONS
This paper follows Ge and Ravani (1991) and Xia and Ge (1999) and uses dual quaternions to represent spatial motions. A dual quaternion Q consists of a pair of quater nions Q and R, where Q, is a quat ern ion of rotation and R is another quatArnion associated with the translat.ion com ponent. Details on quaterniolls and dual quaterniOIls can be found in McCarthy (1990) .
In dual-quaternion n�presentation, rigid transfor mations of homogeneous point coordinates, P (Fl,F2,P.' l,F4) and P = CPl,P2,P3,P4), are given by the following quatcrnion equations:
(1)
where "*" denotes the conjugate of a quaternion.
Given a set of dual quaternions ct, the following ratio nal Bezier repl'eBentation
i=O defines a Bezier curve in the space of dual quaternions. The dual-quaternion curve corresponds to a rational B6zier mo tion whose poiut trajecLories are rational Bezier curves.
The trajectory of a point P under a rational Bezier Ill otion (2) can be rewritten in matrix form as It is clear from (3) thfl t the point trajectory is a rational Bezier curve of degree 2n.
THE EFFECTIVE CUTTING SHAPE
The circular boundary of the base of a cylindrical cut ting tool is called the cutting circle of the tool. When the tool follows a traj ectory, it traces out a swept volume. Xia and Ge (1999 ) (Sarma and Dutta, 1997) . When a cutter movcs along a tool path without changing its orientation, Lhe effective cut ting shape is an ellipse obtained as the intersection of the cutting plane with the cylindrical cutter. Traditionally, the ellipse ha. s been used to represent the effective cutting shape whether or not there is change in tool orientation. However, as pointed out by Sarma (2000a) , when there is change in the tool orientation, the effective cutting shape can deviate significantly from the ellipse for points that are away from the contact point (CC). Since a scallop point is away from CC and is tra.ditionally computed as the intersection of two ellipses, the error in estimating the scallop point and the step-over distance are even greater.
We now consider the problem of obtaining an exact rep resentation of the effective cutting shape of a cutting circle under a rational Bezier motion. First, we represent a cir cular arc of sweep angle 1800 with a quadratic Bezier curve with one control point at infinity (see, for example, Piegl and Tiller 1995). Without loss of generality, we assume that the coordinate system is chosen such that the circle is on X Z plane with radius R and its center is the origin of the coordinate system. Then the half circle below the X -axis is represented as: (5) is under a ra tional Bezier motion as defined by (2), the swept surface of the arc can be represented in the following tensor product form:
where Pik = [Hk]Pi and the matrix [HkJ is given by (4). t. The swept section is ii, planar curve set) on the swept surface such that pes, t) .
where Ii = ��: O B�n(t)(Pik . M). Solving the qnadratic equation (7), we obtain In this section we describe a procedure for planning an iso-parametric lool molions for a given sculptured 5urface u, v) such that the resulting scallop curves do not exceed the specified scallop height o . This procedure is used as an example to show how the exact representation of the cutting shape can be used in conjunction of rational Bezier and B spline motion [or tool paLh planning. In the following, with out loss of generality, we consider only the iso-parametric paths defined by fixing u = Ui to obtain S(Ui'V),
S(

Cutter position generation and interpolation
For a given iso-parametric curve S(Ui,V), we first dis cretize it into a set of 11, points S( Ui, Vj) with v] (j = 0, . .. , n -1, va = 0, Vn-I = 1). \Ve use an existing method such as the one proposed by Lee (1998) to generate a set of cutter positions on the S( Ui, Vj) and the associated tool frame� Tij. \Ve then convert these tool positions from ma trix representation to quaternion representation Qij. After that, we use a piecewise Bezier dual qllate � nion curve such as a cubic B-spline dual quaternion curve Q(Ui, v) to inter polate the dual qllaternions Qij in a manner similar to curve interpolation in CAGD (see, for example, Farin, 199 7) . See also Srinivasan aud Ge (1998).
Once we obtained iI rational Be7.ier or B-spline motion, we can proceed to compute the swept volume of a cylin drical cutter using the method presented in Xia and Ge (1999). For each tool motion segment [Vi, Vi+l] , we check the the deviatioll of the swept surface from the designed surface to determine if further subdivision within the seg ment [Vi, Vi+lJ is needed. The following factors need to be examined:
• global gouging between the swept volume segment and surface segment [Vi, Vi+lJ;
• over-cut situation when the wept surface generated by the base of the cutter contributes to the boundary sur faces of the swept volume;
• If none of the above two situation arises, then check the distance from SUi, Vj and the swept surface to see if it is within the specified error o.
If any of above three cases exists, the segment [Vi, Vi I I J should be divided into smaller ones to obtain a more refined interpolating rational B-spline motion.
Estimation of step-over distance
Once we have obtained a rational B-spline motion Q( V,i, 1)) such that its swept surface approximates the de signed surface Ilear the iso-parametric curve S(Ui'V). The next step is to obtain the step size !lui such that the re sulting scallop height generated by Q(Ui, v) and Q(Ui+1, v) (where ni+l = Ui + !l u;) is no larger than the specified scallop height 6.
The step size !lUi is related to the step-over distance Ii of two adjacent tool motions by (9) where S'1 = as/au and IISul1 denote the maximum length of the derivative vector for U E [0, 1 J. For non-isoparametric motions, the step-over distance is related to step sizes !lui and !lVj by (Lo, 1999) : (10) where Sv = as/Dv and !l Vj is the step size in v direction.
Given a specified maximum scallop height 6, the step over distance can be estimated using a formula proposed by
Lin and Koren (J 996):
where Ke is the effective cutting curvature of the effective cutting shape at ee, Kb is the effective surface curvature of the designed surface S( u, v) at ee, and (/ = 1 for convex surface and (/ = -1 for concave surface. Since the curva tures vary when ee changes along the tool path S(Ui' v), the step-over distance Ii is a function of v. For the exam ple presented in this paper, we choose the valuc of li when v = 1/2 for the purpose of simplicity.
The curvature Kb is a property of the designed surface and can be obtained using formulas presented in Faux and Pratt (1981) . The effective cutting curvature has been tra ditionally computed using the elliptic approximation of the cutting shape, which can be significantly different from true cutting curvature. In this paper, since we have developed an exact representation of the cutting shape, we can com pute the cutting curvaturc cxactly. We note that recently estimate Ii is good. Otherwise, a new estimatc needs to be generated usi�g a search ro· utinc. In the example presented in this paper, a simplc binary search is used.
PLANNING NEAR-CONSTANT SCALLOP RATIONAL 8-
SPLINE TOOL MOTIONS
In the case of iso-paramctric tool path planning, we know the cutting direction because ee points move along an iso-parametric curve of S( u, v ) . In near constant scallop case, we do not know the ncxt ee point, so we do not know the cutting direction. If we assume the cutting direction is along a parametric curve at each ee point, the maximum effective cutting radius can not be achieved. In the fol lowing, we propose a method which compromises between the goals of maximum cutting radius and required scallop height. Four steps are included:
l. Generate a set of cutter locations Tij based on the local geometry of surface S( u, v) by using Eq. (11) and (10). 2. Obtain quaternions Qij transforming the cutter from its original location to Tij and associated knot sequence Uij, Vij' Then a two-parameter rational B-spline motion Q(u,v) is generated to interpolate all Qij' height generated by cutter under Qi (t) and Qi+ 1 (t) is within the range. This 4th step above requires n:.ore explanation. The basic idea is as follows. First find a set of discrete points P on the swept surface of the cutting drde under the existing onp-parametpr mot.ion Qi(t) snch that these points main tain constant distance r5 from the designed surface 8(11., v).
Then find a set of discrete cutter locations from the Lwo parame ter Q(u, v) such that cutter bottom edges contain points P. Finally interpolate all cutter positions to obtain Qi+l(t).
As an example, we implemented the algorithms for planning C2 rational B-spline tool paths for CNC machin ing of the following design surface:
SX(u,v) = -2 + 6v + 2v3, 8Y(u,v) = 611., 8Z(1L,1I) = 611. + 6v -61J,2 -(1) 2 , 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have developed a method for the exact representation of the effective cutting shapes for a fiat-end cutter under rat.ional Bezier or B-spline mot.ion. Wp pre
sented two examples to demonstrate how the result can be used to plan iso-parametric and near constant scallop ratio nal tool motions.
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